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ABSTRACT

According to best estimates, millions of U.S. residents are in danger of being displaced by sea level rise and other climate disruptions before the end of the century. Several coastal communities around the country have either considered or are considering relocation on account of sea level rise and erosion; a few are actively planning their exit strategy.

How will the nation decide which households or communities get priority? Who will manage and pay for their resettlement? What steps should be taken now? As the Biden administration labors to tame the climate crisis, the challenge of domestic migration looms large. The United States remains woefully unprepared to help domestic migrants, lacking leadership, geographic and policy assessments, and legal authorities built to scale. This Essay recommends four steps that would set the federal government on track for tackling the migration challenge: (1) establish a specific and accountable leadership structure, (2) assess the geophysical and socioeconomic vulnerabilities of communities at risk, (3) inventory and assess the existing policy frameworks and laws that can be put into service to help them, and (4) enact federal legislation that organizes a unified response, fills the gaps in existing authority, and provides perpetual and reliable revenue streams to address the issue at scale.

The discussion unfolds against the contrasting stories of two tribal communities struggling to relocate from sinking lands—members of the Biloxi-Chitimacha-Choctaw in southern Louisiana and the Yup’ik village of Newtok, Alaska.
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INTRODUCTION

About eighty miles south of New Orleans, as the gull flies, is a narrow spit of land in the Louisiana bayous called Isle de Jean Charles.¹ You approach the mound on a two-lane causeway called Island Road, which rolls through two miles of open water. On a calm, sunny day, pelicans wheel overhead, and locals congregating on the road’s shoulder cast spin lines into the surf—some from the front cabs of their pickups. On a windy day, however, ferocious tides smack the shores and fountains of saltwater leap onto the pavement, flooding the road and making passage impossible for island residents, whose work, schools, hospitals, and grocery stores are all on the mainland.²

Island Road is sinking fast, and the island is too. This landmass—home to members of two state-recognized indigenous communities—has lost about ninety-eight percent of its total area since 1955.³ That is more than twenty-two thousand acres.⁴ If one engages in a conversation with one of the island’s remaining eighty-five residents, they will be pointed to the many circles of open water where, a generation or two ago, children ran, horses grazed, and ancestors were buried. Society can blame sea level rise, extreme weather, and, most of all, irresponsible practices in water management and oil and gas
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³ GAO, CLIMATE MIGRATION, supra note 1, at 17–18.

⁴ Id.
production for this loss.5 State planners warn that continued sea level rise and coastal erosion will render the island uninhabitable in the near future.6

This goodbye has been a long one. Residents have been filtering away for decades, along with the community’s cultural practices, healing plants, traditional foods, and lifeways.7 After nearly twenty years of tribal efforts, in 2016, the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) awarded the State of Louisiana $48.3 million in Community Development Block Grant funds to resettle island communities, as part of the state’s application to the 2014 National Disaster Resilience Competition.8 One of the communities—the Isle de Jean Charles Band of Biloxi-Chitimacha-Choctaw—worked with the state and other stakeholders to develop the resettlement proposal.9

Nevertheless, after years of debate, including over the role (if any) that tribal leadership should play in the decisionmaking, things are falling apart.10 While the state has acquired new land and has begun building a new development, some Native residents complain the arrangement is unfair and will not suit the tribe’s needs.11 Tension between the state and the tribe is palpable, with tribal representatives accusing state officials of misrepresenting facts and impermissibly diverting funds.12 Some residents say they would rather stay put, perhaps until the sea swallows their land whole.13

Four thousand miles away, another native community—a Yup’ik village sagging in the marshlands of southwestern Alaska—is also migrating on account of climate change.14 The village, Newtok, has a population of about four hundred.15 In recent years they have seen an average loss of more than eighty feet of land annually, which has been caused by a combination of river scour, storm surge, and rapidly thawing permafrost induced by climate change.16 As of October 2019, Newtok had lost its barge landing, its

5. Id. at 17.
7. GAO, CLIMATE MIGRATION, supra note 1, at 18.
9. GAO, CLIMATE MIGRATION, supra note 1, at 19.
10. See id. at 19–20.
11. Id.
13. GAO, CLIMATE MIGRATION, supra note 1, at 20.
14. Id. at 13.
15. Id.
16. Id.
sanitary landfill, its airstrip, and even its source of drinking water.\textsuperscript{17} Like the Biloxi-Chitimacha-Choctaw in Louisiana, this Alaska Native group had lobbied federal officials for decades for help to relocate to a safer place—in this case, a village nine miles southeast called Mertavik.\textsuperscript{18} And like the Louisiana tribe, they sought a major grant under the 2014 National Disaster Resilience Competition.\textsuperscript{19} The proposal, however, was rejected in favor of other communities in need.\textsuperscript{20} Village leaders then petitioned President Obama to unlock federal emergency funds by declaring a major disaster.\textsuperscript{21} President Obama denied this request.\textsuperscript{22}

Since that time, village leaders have managed to patch together an array of grants totaling $64 million from federal, state, and private sources to support the first stages of relocation.\textsuperscript{23} Housing and infrastructure are being built at Mertavik, and more than a hundred people have moved there full time.\textsuperscript{24} Planners estimate it would take another $115 million to finish the job, but at this rate, Newtok will be rendered uninhabitable before relocation is complete.\textsuperscript{25} In addition, tension between the state and the village is obvious, with village representatives accusing state officials of misrepresenting facts and impermissibly diverting funds.\textsuperscript{26} Short on funds, the village has resorted to redirecting the bulk of its federal COVID-19-relief funds to build new houses in Mertavik.\textsuperscript{27} By characterizing the new buildings as “isolation homes,” they apparently hope this novel use passes muster.\textsuperscript{28}

The residents of Newtok and Isle de Jean Charles are not alone. According to recent estimates, millions of U.S. residents are in danger of being displaced by sea level rise and other climate disruptions before the end of the century.\textsuperscript{29} Several coastal
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communities in isolated areas around the country are considering relocation on account of sea level rise and erosion; a few are actively planning their exit strategy.30

How will the nation decide which households or communities get priority? Who will manage and pay for their resettlement? What steps should be taken now? As the Biden administration labors to tame the climate crisis,31 the challenge of domestic migration looms large. This Essay recommends four steps that would set the federal government on track for tackling the migration challenge: (1) establish a specific and accountable leadership structure,32 (2) assess the geophysical and socioeconomic vulnerabilities of communities at risk,33 (3) inventory and assess the existing policy frameworks and laws that can be put into service to help them,34 and (4) enact federal legislation that organizes a unified response, fills the gaps in existing authority, and provides perpetual and reliable revenue streams to address the issue at scale.35 These items will be addressed in turn, but first, readers need a brief understanding of the problem.36

I. UNDERSTANDING THE PROBLEM

Years ago, when I first started teaching and writing about climate disaster, many people assumed one might manage those risks by just avoiding a handful of dangerous places. The trouble is, there are a lot of dangerous places.37 I teach a course called “Disaster Law and Policy,” whose scope includes fires, floods, and pandemics. Much of the course, as students soon learn, is backlit by global warming. On the first day, the class starts with an icebreaker called, “Escape from Climate Change.”

I pose to the class: “Take rising seas and hotter summers as a given. That is bad news for warm coastal cities like San Diego and New Orleans. Imagine you lived in such a city and wanted to escape. Where would you go?”

Someone always picks Seattle. “It is wet and clammy,” they say, “but in the future you will be able to grow oranges.” I respond, “Sorry, western Washington is losing its...
Another student may say, “How about Rapid City? It is far from the coast. Plus it is close to the Sturgis Motorcycle Rally.” In response, I note, “But South Dakota’s Black Hill forests are drying up, increasing wildfire risk by six hundred percent. You will need more than a biker bandana to keep that smoke out of your lungs.”

Lastly, a student may say, “What about Alaska?” I respond, “Nope. The permafrost is softening, and indigenous villages are sliding into the sea. As the soil thaws, scientists expect a release of millions of ancient bacteria to which humans have lost immunity.”

I then tell the class about a recent study explaining that thirteen million people who were displaced by sea level rise in warm coastal cities can be expected to move inland to places like Las Vegas, Orlando, and Houston. One would be wrong to follow those crowds. Las Vegas is warming faster than any other American city, breaking records for heatwaves and heat-related deaths. Orlando is bracing for more inland flooding and mosquito-borne illness. As for Houston, Hurricane Harvey offers a grim reminder of what happens when unchecked development and juiced up storms join forces. “We’ll never outrun climate change,” I tell my students. “We’ve got to outsmart it.”

The way to outsmart climate breakdown is to build climate resilience. That means inventing a way to cope with and recover from climate impacts while maintaining the
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capacity to learn, adapt, and thrive. Depending on the circumstances, resilience might require restoring natural protective features like sand dunes and barrier reefs or building artificial ones like levees. It might mean adjusting design standards to fortify roofs, widen storm drains, or update the power grid with computerized switches to avoid blackouts. Yes, it will sometimes mean retreating from places that cannot be feasibly saved, like Isle de Jean Charles and the village of Newtok.

As the previous paragraph suggests, climate breakdown punishes the powerless first. While New Yorkers consider designs for a multibillion-dollar seawall to protect Wall Street, working-class folks have fewer options in Alaska’s marshlands or the Gulf Coast swamps—let alone in India or Indonesia. Already, global warming is shaping a “climate underclass” whose property, culture, and well-being are under threat. Building climate resilience and managing voluntary retreat is more than a smart choice—it is a moral duty.

As of 2017, at least seventeen U.S. communities have already started a process of managed retreat on account of climate change. Yet the federal government remains grievously unprepared to handle the challenge of climate migration. There is no dedicated funding, no lead agency, and no recommended framework for guiding communities on such a tortuous journey.

Even so, the U.S. Global Climate Research Program (USGCRP) continues to warn of the potential need to relocate millions of people and billions of dollars’ worth of infrastructure, portending legal, financial, and equity issues that officials have little idea how to address. In its many reports on climate impacts, the Government Accountability Office (GAO) has become increasingly alarmed about federal fiscal exposure, noting that since 2005, federal funding for disaster assistance has totaled at least $460 billion. The GAO continues to insist the government needs a robust climate migration program built to scale.

President Obama tried to strengthen migration efforts, but the lack of congressional support during most of his tenure imposed limits. In its final two years, the Obama
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administration took several actions to guide federal officials in climate relocation efforts, most notably in Alaska, where the imminent need is greatest. Following a visit to the Arctic Circle to review coastal damage, President Obama directed the Denali Commission, an independent federal agency charged with supporting Alaska’s rural communities, to play a lead coordination role in assisting relocation efforts. In his last month in office, President Obama established an interagency working group on voluntary relocation—headed by representatives of the Department of Agriculture and HUD—to “develop a framework for managed retreat.”

Then President Trump was elected. President Obama’s executive orders on climate change were rescinded, funding for the Denali Commission was whittled down, and the relocation working group was smashed like crusted snow under an ice cleat.

At the time of drafting this Essay, President Biden seems eager to dislodge the many cleats that have mangled climate policy in the last four years. Through the new White House Office of Domestic Climate Policy, headed by Gina McCarthy, his administration seems poised to elevate climate change issues throughout the executive branch. In January 2021, President Biden issued a directive, titled “Executive Order on Tackling the Climate Crisis at Home and Abroad,” which established a National Climate Task Force aimed at reducing greenhouse gases, preparing for climate change impacts, and ensuring a just economic transition. The order, which does not specifically address domestic migration or relocation, does stress the need for building “sustainable infrastructure” and preparing for climate change impacts “across rural, urban, and Tribal areas,” suggesting a scope large enough to encompass resettlement. This is hopeful news, because it is imperative that federal policies reach beyond the ad hoc actions of the past to embrace a permanent framework that is up to the task.

As my hard conversation in the classroom makes clear, there are hundreds, maybe thousands, of communities across America that will flood, burn, or blow away by the end of the century, irrespective of how much carbon society abates. The United States
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needs a program that coordinates across sectors, operates at scale, and emphasizes the needs of the most vulnerable populations.

II. BUILDING THE PROGRAM

Toward the goal of building a responsible federal climate migration program, this Section suggests a set of staged recommendations that focus on assigning leadership, assessing community risk, inventorying the financial and legal resources, and expanding authority and dependable funding mechanisms. In terms of political possibility, the first three fall into the “easy to somewhat-challenging” category. The fourth one is harder.

A. Assign a Leader

In its extensive 2020 report on climate relocation, having combed the published research and interviewed a range of stakeholders, the GAO announced what it determined to be “the key challenge to climate migration as a resilience strategy”—“unclear federal leadership.” Specifically, unclear leadership prevented federal agencies from providing effective assistance to states and communities. The GAO continued:

Because no agency has been given the authority to lead and organize federal assistance for climate migration, the federal government’s support for climate migration efforts has been limited and provided on an ad hoc basis under the broad legislative authority of programs designed for other purposes. Officials from the Denali Commission, [the Federal Emergency Management Agency], HUD, and [the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration] said it is not clear who should lead such efforts, and this lack of clarity has led to problems in the few climate migration efforts currently under way.

The GAO noted, for instance, that while the Denali Commission was able to play a significant role in Newtok’s relocation, the commission had no authority to assist the other Alaska Native villages in navigating federal program requirements or securing funding and technical assistance. Unclear leadership, according to the GAO, also hobbled and prolonged the twenty-year resettlement process for Isle de Jean Charles. To raise just one example, because neither of the tribes present on the island were federally recognized, HUD was required to interact with state rather than tribal officials, an arrangement which led to confusion, distrust, and allegations of bad faith among the parties.
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73. Id. at 38–39
74. Id. at 39.
75. See Dermansky, Differing Visions, supra note 12.
President Obama’s short-lived working group on relocation could provide a model. The body, dubbed the “Interagency Working Group on Community-Led Managed Retreat and Voluntary Relocation,” drew representation from HUD, the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA), the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, the Denali Commission, and six other partners. Part of its unrealized charge was to propose a way to define agency roles and to select a lead federal agency. The idea makes sense, but there is also need for an interagency group devoted to climate resilience more generally. This is because decisions to relocate occur not in a vacuum but instead in the context of other options that are realistically available. Another concern is that there is some work—namely, the information-gathering work described below—that should not have to wait for such a working group to be organized.

The President could assign immediate information-gathering projects to an entity that already exists—NOAA, the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), or the more expansive USGCRP. If the former, President Biden should resurrect the USGCRP’s federal advisory committee—the Advisory Committee for the Sustained National Climate Assessment—to refine and promote the work. Before President Trump disbanded the group in 2017, the advisory committee had been charged with helping local policymakers integrate climate analysis into local long-term planning.

B. Assess the Risk

With some leadership in place, the government’s first move should be to comprehensively assess the scale of the country’s potential climate migration. As the USGCRP noted in its fourth climate assessment, there exists only vague ideas about the magnitude, timing, and spatial distribution of this problem. Some of that uncertainty involves geophysical factors like the variability of midwestern downpours or the fire sensitivity of emaciated forests. The GAO reports that today’s researchers are nowhere near having models with the resolution necessary to identify the hundreds or thousands of places that could face an existential threat. When demographer Mathew Hauer
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released his pathbreaking studies projecting national patterns of climate migration, he
confined his analysis to coastal cities because sea level rise was one of the only climate
variables that seemed reliable enough. Decisionmakers need Hauer-like projections for
other kinds of migrations too, including those whipped up by wildfires, heatwaves, and
agricultural dustbowls.

In addition to the geophysical uncertainties, there are social, economic, and cultural
questions. Whether a family or community chooses migration will depend on its access
to relocation resources, its cultural ties to a place, and, of course, the other options
available. Nobody expects the well-heeled residents of Lower Manhattan to pick up and
leave; the U.S. Army Corps is already looking into a multibillion-dollar seawall. Conversely, many residents in Louisiana’s coastal parishes are planning moves.

Parish communities lost the fight for a regional levee system because of economic
and environmental concerns. Louisiana’s coastal adaptation plan (significantly aided
by HUD’s Community Development Block Grant Disaster Recovery Program) is
offering millions of dollars in risk-mitigation grants for “floodproofing” homes within
fourteen feet of FEMA’s projected base flood elevation. The hundreds of homes that
do not meet this criterion will be invited to seek voluntary buyouts, whisking them into
a new stream of climate migration.

One point is that the need for resettlement is determined by more than geographic
location; it is also determined by the economic and political power a climate-affected
group can muster to protect itself in other ways. A second point is that even where retreat
is such a group’s preferred option, social and economic factors may inhibit its ability to
exercise the option. A poor family or community that lacks the resources to fortify itself
against a flood-prone river will probably also lack the resources to acquire safer land and
resettle it.

Institutional barriers can also disproportionately affect socially vulnerable
populations from choosing adaptive options, including relocation. For instance, a town
completely dependent on recovery funds from FEMA to rebuild damaged property might
find that the costs of moving to another site are not covered. To take another example,
the GAO reports that some federal programs may “constrain tribal communities’ ability
to pursue self-determined management of their resources and built environment” because
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they do not “account for the unique context of tribal communities and tribal sovereignty.”

So where does one start in assessing the scope of the climate migration problem? First, the treasure of geophysical and sociopolitical information amassed by the USGCRP must be further analyzed, organized, and, most importantly, integrated into products (reports, scenario exercises, interactive maps, real-time consultations) directed toward political decisionmakers, community advocates, and business leaders. Gaps in knowledge should be identified, prioritized, and communicated to other agencies, research institutions, and foundations to encourage more learning.

Crucially, research and mapping related to social vulnerability (determined by class, race, gender, age, linguistic isolation, education level, and more) should be incorporated into any migration assessment; such vulnerability is, after all, not only an indication of special risk but also, in some cases, an indication that non-retreat-based options may be practically unavailable. The “Social Vulnerability Index” and “EJSCREEN,” two mapping tools maintained by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention and the EPA, respectively, could provide starting points. Both tools use data drawn from the U.S. census to identify communities whose demographics could make them more vulnerable to climate change impacts.

C. Inventory the Law

A second inventory involving funding opportunities and legal authorities is also needed. Federal programs fall dramatically short in supporting climate adaptation efforts generally, and migration efforts in particular. Most adaptation resources come through ad hoc agency projects that are driven by primary missions (i.e., secure housing, sound transportation) that, while relevant to climate impacts, exist independent of them.

Plus, the programs that individuals rely on to help communities replace damaged infrastructure and housing after disasters were never intended to take into account the size and complexity of relocating entire populations. The fragmented and ad hoc nature
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of hazard mitigation funding has made it difficult to even know how much the federal
government is spending on this work.99 State funding is similarly difficult to track.100

Legal authority is, of course, baked into the soufflé of all funding options. An
agency’s authority is often limited to situations where disaster has already hit.101
Sometimes, though, there are ways around this problem in the form of “pre-disaster”
aid.102 In addition, there are legal authorities that might help ensure that migration and
other forms of resilience aid go to the socially vulnerable populations who need it
most—or at least do not make things worse for such groups.103 Experts do not often think
of laws like these as part of “disaster law,” but they should.104

A comprehensive archive of legal tools related to climate migration is thus essential.
The situation resembles what policymakers and community advocates faced in the years
following President Clinton’s Executive Order on Environmental Justice.105 Although
no federal environmental laws targeted or even mentioned justice concerns (they still do
not), researchers began assembling a list of statutory and regulatory provisions that could
be used as levers to inch the boulder forward.106 Over several years, EPA lawyers
reviewed this work, expanded on its scope, depth, and reasoning, and eventually released
a comprehensive manual of “EJ Tools,” which is now used by federal and state
policymakers, environmental lawyers, and community organizers across the country.107

Here, then, is a starting point for analyzing the strengths and weaknesses of
disaster-risk funding tools that could be mobilized for climate migration. This Essay
categorizes them by the lead agency involved—FEMA, HUD, and other agencies.110 This catalog is
followed by a discussion of authorities that promote the needs of disadvantaged
communities and that apply to disaster-risk management programs.111
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1. **FEMA**

FEMA oversees two risk-mitigation programs that could offer life rings to climate-migration planners. The Hazard Mitigation Grant Program (HMGP) is the longest-running FEMA program offering buyouts of flood-prone property.¹¹² The program, which provides recovery funds after a presidentially declared disaster, has supported the relocation efforts of many communities and neighborhoods that have been flooded and battered by storms.¹¹³ An oft-cited example is the village of Valmeyer, Illinois, which was swamped multiple times during riverine floods in 1993.¹¹⁴ Municipal leaders successfully combined funds from the HMGP and the National Flood Insurance Program to acquire $8 million worth of damaged properties and rebuild the community on a nearby bluff.¹¹⁵

Nevertheless, the requirement of a presidentially declared disaster obviously narrows this tool’s potential. Recall that in 2017, Newtok leaders had hoped to unlock hazard mitigation funds by petitioning President Obama to declare the existential threat they faced to be a “major disaster,” and that the president declined.¹¹⁶

Some officials argue that a president lacks authority under the Stafford Act¹¹⁷ to declare a disaster based on a slow-moving hazard like coastal erosion or thawing permafrost.¹¹⁸ There is room for argument here. While most of the listed examples of disasters in the Stafford Act are sudden-onset events, the statute does not confine itself to these examples. Moreover, some of the examples listed, like droughts,¹¹⁹ do slowly accumulate over time.¹²⁰ In the case of Newtok, in addition to coastal erosion and thawing permafrost, the village has also documented threats from sudden winter storms and heavy snow.¹²¹

Perhaps the larger point is that had the president declared a disaster and unleashed disaster recovery funds, consistency might have required similar declarations for several other Alaska Native villages. Funds distributed through this program vary annually depending on the number and severity of major disasters in any given year.¹²² In 2014,

---
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disaster funds topped $1 billion in response to Hurricane Sandy. Two years later, in 2016, distributed funds were less than half of that.

In August 2020, FEMA launched another big initiative—the Building Resilient Infrastructures and Communities (BRIC) grant program—which notably applies before a catastrophe hits. BRIC, which was authorized by a recent amendment to the Stafford Act, replaces the more modest Pre-Disaster Mitigation program that had provided limited (and somewhat fluctuating) assistance to states and territories that are trying to prepare for the worst. BRIC offers pre-disaster mitigation activities to states, local communities, tribes, and territories. Eligible activities include infrastructure projects, “nature-based” resilience efforts, and the design and enforcement of better building codes. Climate migration also seems to be on the list. The grant program, which is funded by six percent set aside from Congress’s post-disaster grant funding, is expected to distribute $500 million for the 2020 fiscal year, devoting the lion’s share ($446.4 million) to a national competition for mitigation projects.

During the drafting of this Essay, the New York Times reported that FEMA officials are considering freeing up as much as $10 billion “to pre-emptively protect against damage by building seawalls, elevating or relocating flood-prone homes and taking other steps as climate change intensifies storms and other natural disasters.” The plan would make use of a “budgeting maneuver” that allows the agency to repurpose a portion of its overall disaster spending to these ends. The tactic—which involves “count[ing] Covid dollars toward” existing grant programs without the need of congressional approval—could reportedly add as much as $3.7 billion to the BRIC grant program and around $6.3 billion to the HMGP. An infusion like this would be transformative, to
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say the least—but not a panacea. That is because the need for this work will never end; it is always in the present tense.

Revenue streams must be not only robust but also committed over time. Further, not all deserving communities are well positioned to apply for or make use of these grants. Drafting a winning proposal for a complicated project is notoriously demanding, requiring dozens or sometimes hundreds of hours of research and planning. Smaller or poorer communities often do not have the information, staff, or connections to succeed in such a process without help.135 The Biloxi-Chitimacha-Choctaw, for instance, relied on substantial technical assistance that the nonprofit Lowlander Center, based in Gray, Louisiana, provided.136 In addition, FEMA programs often require state or local governments to provide up to twenty-five percent of the cost of the project, a deal breaker in many situations.137

2. HUD

HUD operates a set of block grant programs that, while not directed specifically at climate migration, can be used for that purpose. The most prominent initiative, the Community Development Block Grant Disaster Recovery Program, provides aid for disaster recovery and hazard mitigation for a large range of needs, including planning, construction, and relocation.138 Like FEMA’s disaster mitigation grants, these recovery grants are attached to particular destructive events.139 In contrast to FEMA grants, Congress appropriates money for HUD recovery block grant awards on an ad hoc basis, as finances and political will allow.140

The Obama administration creatively used block grant funding left over from Hurricane Sandy to launch the $1 billion National Disaster Resilience Competition, aimed mainly at promoting climate change resilience. The State of Louisiana received $92.6 million for a variety of plans to address coastal erosion in its southern parishes.141 Of that award, $48 million was assigned to relocate the Isle de Jean Charles community.142 The village of Newtok appealed to a different block grant program—HUD’s Indian Community Development Block Grant Program—for almost half a million dollars to install electrical and plumbing infrastructure at the community’s resettlement site in Mertarvik.143
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Finally, HUD’s Community Development Block Grant Mitigation Program offers disaster mitigation funds to certain states and territories recovering from qualifying disasters. Grantees have included California, Missouri, Puerto Rico, and South Carolina, among others. Available funds, which total almost $7 billion, can be used for a wide variety of resilience measures, including relocation. Again, though, this aid comes after catastrophic damage, not before.

3. Other Agencies

Other agencies also provide funding, services, or technical assistance that either have been used to aid migratory efforts related to climate or could be used in this way. NOAA, for instance, promotes climate resilience through its National Coastal Zone Management Program and its Coastal Resilience Grants Program. The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Civil Works Program (the Corps) helps communities assess climate-based risks from flooding, storms, and coastal erosion, which is of obvious use to populations considering the need to relocate. The Corps could also help secure a chosen resettlement site through civil works projects like sea walls and levees. For a short time, beginning in 2005, the Corps was authorized to deploy resources, at full federal expense, to mitigate risks that coastal erosion and damaged ice and glaciers posed in rural Alaska; the remit specifically included “relocation of affected communities and construction of replacement facilities.” Congress withdrew the authority in 2009.

The Bureau of Indian Affairs, the Department of Defense (independent of the Corps), and the Department of Energy have all lent a hand in community relocation efforts. The Bureau of Indian Affairs helped design the homes in Mertavik that Newtok residents will be moving into, while the Department of Defense is helping to build them. Years ago, the Department of Energy helped the village of Valmeyer, Illinois, design efficiency standards for its resettled community. These initiatives, however, like much of the federal assistance discussed in this Essay, were extemporaneous, limited in scope, and decidedly after the fact.
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4. Authorities Promoting the Interests of Disadvantaged Groups

Because climate impacts are more likely to threaten communities that are socially and economically disadvantaged, it is important to catalog the authorities that promote the needs of disadvantaged communities in the context of disaster-risk-management programs. This is not the place for a comprehensive list, but three antidiscrimination statutes deserve special attention in this inventory. First, consider the Fair Housing Act of 1968 and the Housing and Community Development Act of 1974. The Fair Housing Act outlaws discrimination in the administration of housing-related programs on the basis of race, national origin, religion, sex, familial status, and disability. The Housing and Community Development Act outlaws discrimination on the basis of race, color, national origin, sex, and religion in any program making use of HUD’s Community Development Block Grants. These laws would apply to any HUD-funded residential buyout program, including those used for managed retreat.

Indeed, Louisiana’s post-Katrina buyout program, known as the “Road Home” program appeared to run afoul of both laws when it was discovered that the state’s grant formula tended to award Black homeowners less favorable grants than white homeowners. The State of Louisiana eventually settled with HUD after agreeing to distribute an additional $62 million to thirteen hundred homeowners.

A third statute, Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, reaches beyond housing and HUD. The statute in fact launched scores of environmental justice challenges through the EPA, though few have proved successful. Title VI requires federal agencies to ensure that any funds they distribute are not used to subsidize discrimination based on race, color, or national origin. This, of course, would include funds distributed through FEMA’s hazard mitigation programs.
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There is at least some evidence to suggest that discriminatory effects have occurred. For instance, a recent study of forty thousand FEMA-funded voluntary buyouts from 1989 to 2017 raised serious questions about distributional outcomes across the United States. Specifically, it found that while counties with locally administered buyout projects were likely to have higher incomes and education levels than counties without buyouts, the bought-out properties were more likely to be located in “poorer, less densely populated areas, also with relatively lower education levels, lower English language proficiency, and greater racial diversity.” The authors of the study did not speculate about the cause—whether it be programmatic design, a desire to help the needy, or a result of after-the-fact affluent flight—but the findings on their own suggest the field is rich for study.

There are also policies and laws that affirmatively promote activities helpful to disadvantaged populations. For instance, the Executive Order on Environmental Justice, issued in 1994, focuses federal attention on the environmental and human health conditions in minority communities, low-income communities, and “[f]ederally recognized Indian Tribes.” The order, though it created no new legally enforceable rights, provided important focus and political momentum in both the Clinton and Obama administrations. President Biden, too, has promised a strong commitment to environmental justice in the executive agencies, a commitment that is reaffirmed in his executive order on tackling climate change.

What might this order mean for climate migration? At minimum, the order on environmental justice directs agencies to analyze the environmental, human health, economic, and social effects of federal actions, with an eye toward avoiding situations that would create or magnify disproportionate impacts on environmental justice communities. Meaningful public participation is also necessary. But there is far more potential here. In its environmental justice guidelines on rulemaking, the EPA (whose understanding of environmental justice matters is influential with other agencies) went even further, stating that “a potential EJ concern” also arose where a contemplated action could “[p]resent opportunities to address existing disproportionate impacts on minority populations, low-income populations, and/or indigenous peoples through the action under development.”
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In this view, a federal agency contemplating a climate resilience strategy in a community would be charged with considering not just how to avoid new disproportionate harm, but how to relieve disproportionate harm that already exists. In the context of climate migration, that might mean prioritizing the needs of minority, low-income, and tribal people, so as to offset some of the historical disadvantages that have put these groups at risk.

A related Clinton-era directive charges federal agencies with identifying and, where feasible, mitigating the environmental, economic, and social effects on environmental justice communities as part of any analysis required by the National Environmental Policy Act.\(^{174}\) Although courts generally defer to agencies in such matters, a court recently rejected the Army Corps’s environmental justice analysis concerning the Dakota Access Pipeline on the grounds that the geographic scope was too narrow.\(^{175}\)

To add a last—and very intriguing—item to the list of affirmative duties that agencies might have to promote environmental justice, this Part looks to the law concerning native peoples. Scott Stern, an environmental lawyer, has persuasively argued that the trust duty compels the government to relocate Indian communities facing climate annihilation.\(^{176}\) This position is founded in a commonsense reading of case law, statutes, treaties, and common law trust principles.\(^{177}\) Stern believes the duty may even apply to Alaska Natives and native Hawaiians.\(^{178}\)

D. Create New Funding Mechanisms and New Authority

This Essay’s last recommendation is the most difficult to achieve politically because it would require legislative action from a Congress that is notoriously divided over climate change.\(^{179}\) It is, therefore, described more generally. The truth is that, even with sterling executive leadership and the most robust informational inventories, the government cannot serve an effective climate relocation program—one that makes good on its moral obligation to the citizenry and reduces the treasury’s astronomical fiscal exposure—without bold and creative federal legislation.

The most ambitious plan would empower and fund an existing or new federal agency to oversee and advise voluntary, community-led climate relocations. One idea might be to implement on a national level the vision President Obama had for the Denali Commission in the latter half of his second term. This new agency would function as a counselor to eligible communities, with formal relationships with all relevant federal agencies (FEMA, HUD, NOAA, EPA, the Army Corps, the Bureau of Indian Affairs, 174. 42 U.S.C. § 4321–70m (2018); see Presidential Memorandum for the Heads of All Departments and Agencies: Executive Order on Federal Actions to Address Environmental Justice in Minority Populations and Low-Income Populations, 30 WEEKLY COMP. PRES. DOC. 279, 280 (Feb. 11, 1994).
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and more), to provide a kind of one stop shop for technical assistance, bureaucratic troubleshooting, the assembling of grant packages, and social and cultural needs.

Along with new agency leadership would come new funding—funding that is equal to the scale of the problem, based on a predictable source of revenue, earmarked specifically for climate resilience efforts (perhaps, more specifically, relocation efforts) and, crucially, funding that is available before disaster strikes. Practically speaking, it probably makes sense for funding sources to be divided among agencies and designed to suit an array of particular uses or recipients. It might also make sense to integrate such funds into the current legislative agenda.

President Biden’s highly anticipated infrastructure bill presents an ideal vehicle for public works projects aimed at resettling endangered villages in Alaska or flood-prone towns along the Gulf and Atlantic Coasts. New climate legislation could include resilience grants funded by carbon fees, the sale of pollution credits, or other mechanisms. Finally, when Congress gets serious about revamping the National Flood Insurance Program, it should consider a generous package of voluntary buyout provisions—designed to promote collective, community-based relocation decisions—to help populations that choose to move to higher ground.

CONCLUSION

It is hard to walk the waterlogged fields on Isle de Jean Charles and not feel a sting of despair. There is much to do, after all, and the United States has dismissed many opportunities for early action. That, however, does not absolve the government and its citizenry from persevering. Tackling the migration challenge requires a deliberate, staged approach that includes establishing a specific and accountable leadership structure, assessing the geophysical and socioeconomic vulnerabilities of communities at risk, inventorying existing relevant laws, and enacting federal legislation that organizes a unified response, fills the gaps in existing authority, and provides perpetual and reliable revenue streams to address the issue at scale. Hope is alive, but time is running short. The water is lapping at our heels.
